
TEMSTAR 
REFRIGERATED INTERMODAL SERVICES 

One Source. Many Modes. Endless Solutions.

An economical alternative to over-the-road transit 
for the most temperature-sensitive shipments. Mode 
Transportation’s TemStar will move your products 
quickly, affordably and with unmatched temperature 
consistency.

WHY CHOOSE MODE TRANSPORTATION FOR YOUR 
REFRIGERATED INTERMODAL TRANSPORTATION 
NEEDS? 

We know the margin of success can often be measured 
by just one degree. Mode Transportation’s intermodal 
system was designed specifically for refrigerated 
product transport. Our custom intermodal reefer 
trailers move on high-priority, dedicated trains. 
Equipped with 120-gallon fuel tanks and satellite 
technology, these articulated flatcars eliminate slack, 
greatly reduce vibration and allow real-time track and 
trace along with remote temperature monitoring. It 
all works together to provide safe, timely transit of 
your most sensitive products.

Dependable, cost-effective transport — designed 
specifically for temperature-sensitive goods.

Truck-competitive transit times — we deliver 
expedited services.

Environmental compliance — our fleet of more 
than 500 units meets or exceeds the latest 
California environmental regulations set by the 
California Air Resources Board (CARB).

Transcontinental transport - reach destinations 
between the Northeast, Midwest and West Coast.

Carbon footprint reduction — Mode Transportation’s 
intermodal services provide a greener transit 
solution.  

Real-time track and trace with temperature control 
monitoring — our Web-based satellite technology 
feeds information to a highly effective data 
reporting system.

Reduced claims risks — specially designed 
intermodal reefer trailers move on high-priority, 
dedicated trains that provide a smoother ride and 
secure on/off ramping.

MODE TRANSPORTATION’S TEMSTAR 
SERVICES

PLUS THE VALUE OF MODE
TRANSPORTATION CAPABILITIES



THE ADVANTAGES OF MODE TRANSPORTATION’S TEMSTAR  
SERVICES
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MODE TRANSPORTATION

Intermodal/
Rail

TL & LTL

Competitive rates and fuel savings — compared to over-the-road transport.

Ease of doing business — Mode Transportation manages the transit from 
order tendered to order received.

Dependable capacity — regular customers are protected from driver/truck 
shortages.

State-of-the-art equipment — GPS-monitoring and CARB-compliant 
refrigeration.

Experience with temperature-sensitive commodities — such as candy, 
dairy, beverages and cosmetics, for a variety of Fortune 500 companies.

Visibility — TRITAN™, Mode Transportation’s proprietary, web-based 
transportation management system, gives you real-time shipment status 
information anytime, anywhere.

SAMPLE TRANSIT TIMES

New York/New Jersey to California         6 days 
Boston to California           6 days 
California to East Coast          6 days 
Chicago to California           4 days
California to Chicago           4 days

KEY LANES

Key origins include:     

Greater Chicago Area     
New York/New Jersey    
Pittsburgh      
Philadelphia      
Eastern Massachusetts    
Baltimore      
And More 

Key destinations include:

Greater LA Basin
Inland Empire
Fresno
Stockton
Phoenix
And More

6 Days

4 Days

Mode Transportation is an 
asset-light based third-party 
logistics company focused on 
delivering truck brokerage, less-
than-truckload, intermodal and 
international services.  Mode 
Transportation encompasses  a 
vast network of operation centers 
across North America to meet 
our customers’ needs.  Mode 
Transportation is headquartered 
in Dallas and is a wholly-owned 
subsidiary of Hub Group.


